4th JABODETABEK STUDY FORUM SEMINAR
“RESILIENT MEGACITIES: IDEA, REALITY, AND MOVEMENT”

Themes

The Seminar consists of 15 themes to accommodate recent issues focusing on Jabodetabek and Asian Megacities, but not limited to:

1. Land use-cover change
2. Green development
3. Megacity transportation and infrastructures
4. Spatial planning conflicts
5. Urban informal sectors
6. Gentrification and capitalism over space
7. Community participation and empowerment in spatial planning
8. Inter-regional and inter-stakeholders cooperation
9. Migration and urban-rural linkage
10. Metropolitan development management
11. Efficient energy use in megacities
12. Food supply-chain in megacities
13. Disaster and environmental issues
14. Urban water management
15. Global competitiveness and local economic development

**Important Dates**

Abstract Submission : 30 August 2013
Abstract Acceptance : 7 September 2013
Registration : 15 September 2013
Paper Submission : 30 September 2013

Details are here: [http://p4w-ipb.com/jabodetabek2013](http://p4w-ipb.com/jabodetabek2013)